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NFL Draft 2017 Scouting Report: DE Carl Lawson, Auburn 

*Our DL grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

  

I'd have to say that this was one of the most disappointing scouting studies I've done this year. I had a 

positive vibe about Lawson watching him at the NFL Combine. I liked his build and the speed/burst with 

which he moved. He just 'looked good' in shorts and a T-shirt. Watching his tape against the toughest 

opponents faced in 2016 – Lawson was awful. Not just mediocre…awful. 

Lawson is a fraud of a defensive end prospect. He has solid straight-line speed (4.67) and he's built like a 

brick wall of muscle (35 reps on the bench)…he's just terrible at/disinterested in football from what I see 

on tape. 

Here's what I saw from Lawson in a nutshell, and I saw the same exact guy opening day 2016 against 

Clemson and in his games down the stretch against Alabama and Oklahoma to finish the season… 

-- He basically has one move…try to speed past a blocker to the outside. The better teams just danced 

Lawson way outside and opened a gigantic hole where Lawson was on the line of scrimmage. He has no 

other pass-rush move besides 'try to be faster than the other guy'. That works against some college 

teams because Lawson has NFL speed, so he'd beat guys occasionally…but better teams/blockers toyed 

with him. 

-- He's a stiff player. His agility times were not great. Lawson looks like he has what people call 'tight 

hips'. Very tight, stiff maneuvering around side to side. He missed about half a season in 2015 with a hip 

flexor. He also missed all of 2014 with an ACL. 

-- He's disengaged. He looks like he's mailing it in. He tries to rush the backfield and otherwise doesn’t 

do much. If a play comes to him he's big/strong enough to corral a ballcarrier, but he rarely creates 

chaos on his own…against better teams. I can't tell you how many times I saw Lawson jogging after plays 

away from him – and I know he had the speed to sprint and make more plays, but he half-asses around 

the field constantly. 

I would say that Lawson has a great profile to move to middle linebacker, and I'm sure an NFL team will 

try that after he fails as a 4-3 DE and as a 3-4 OLB, but I'd be concerned Lawson has no real interest in 

making tackles, making plays. Maybe a move to the inside ignites a passion? I really like his profile as an 

ILB; I'm less impressed with him as a DE or OLB. He is not first- or second-round material to me. There 

are too many red flags with his sluggish play. I'd be worried a move to the middle is just moving a 

sluggish player from one position to another. 
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Carl Lawson, Through the Lens of Our DE Scouting Algorithm: 
 

30 career games, 20 of them with between 0 and 2 total tackles in each game. Did I mention 

'disengaged'? 

Solo tackles per game in his career: 1.2 

In Lawson's 10 'toughest' games, against Alabama (2x), Texas A&M (3x), LSU (2x), Clemson, and two 

bowl games, he averaged 2.8 total tackles per game, 0.55 TFLs, and 0.2 sacks per game…he has 2.0 sacks 

against LSU in 2016 and none in the other nine games here. 

  

NFL Combine data… 

6′1.6″/261, 31.5″ arms, 10.4″ hands 

4.67 40-time, 1.60 10-yard, 4.19 shuttle, 7.46 three-cone 

35 bench reps, 33.0″ vertical, 9′6″ broad jump 

 

The Historical DE Prospects to Whom Carl Lawson Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

The next Lawrence Sidbury…so, that's exciting. This comparison list from our computer scouting models 

is so telling on the issues with Lawson. 

 

DE 
Score 

Last First Yr 
 

College H H W Tackle, 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed, 
Agility 
Metric 

Pass 
Rush 

Metric 

Tackle 
Metric 

1.883 Lawson Carl 2017 Auburn 6 1.6 261 10.58 2.96 5.81 3.84 

3.943 Sidbury Lawrence 2009 Richmond 6 2.3 266 10.56 4.55 6.15 5.41 

7.066 Brown Everette 2009 Florida State 6 1.4 256 9.81 0.41 6.53 8.09 

2.413 Clavell-Head Jamie 2014 Texas State 6 2.4 258 7.11 -0.01 2.98 4.50 

-0.133 Letcher Ben 2014 Fresno St 6 1.4 235 3.22 -4.40 0.40 7.52 

 

*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of DEs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an elite NFL DE. 
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All of the DE ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Power-Strength Metrics = A combination of several measurements. An attempt to classify the DE 

prospect as more of a battle-in-the-trenches type of DE, a 'bull-rusher', and/or a DE prospect who has 

some DT capabilities. 

Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, size measurements. A unique measuring 

system to look for DEs who profile more as speed-rush, stand-up DEs, and/or possible OLBs. 

Pass-Rusher Rating = A combination of physical measurables, and college performance, graded 

historically for future NFL profiling. In the simplest of terms, this is an attempt to classify whether a 

particular DE is likely to achieve high sack totals in the NFL. We know the 'system'/scheme the DE goes 

on to play in has a part in future success...but so do the player's skills and performance history. "You 

can't keep a good man/DE down," we'd like to think. 

Tackling Rating = A combination of physical measurables, and college performance, graded historically 

for future NFL profiling. In the simplest of terms, this is an attempt to classify the DE as one more likely 

to be involved in a heavy amount of tackles, tackles for a loss, and forced fumbles. Lower-scoring DEs in 

this subcategory tend to be more pure pass-rushers/specialists. This is also our attempt to quantify, if it's 

possible, the 'toughness' of a player. 

 

2017 NFL Draft Outlook: 

CBS has Lawson #40 overall, while ESPN has him down at #98…surprisingly, ESPN is on the right track. 

I'm sure some team will fall in love with Lawson's 40-time and massive frame/35 bench reps and will 

believe they'll 'coach him up'. So, in the end, I'll say Lawson goes between picks #50 and #80. I think it's 

a sucker's bet unless he converts to become a nice ILB. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

I think 'bust' is very much on the table. I'll place my bet on bust or disappointment…and out of the 

league in a few years. 
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Copyright Statement 

Copyright at date and time signed below by R.C. Fischer 

 

All rights reserved. All content is for entertainment purposes only and TFA is not responsible or liable for personal adverse 

outcomes nor are any game results or forecasting guaranteed. Past results do not predict future outcomes. We are not held 

liable for any personal loses incurred. We are solely here to produce and provide content for recreational purposes. No part of 

this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, 

recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case 

of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. For 

permission requests, email the publisher at rcfischer@fantasyfootballmetrics.com 
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